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I. INTRODUCTION  
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) have evolved continuously over the past decades with increasing functional and 

technical complexity. As a consequence, the development typically involves more complex interactions of designers and 
stakeholders compared to the past. We are in particular investigating a framework for model-driven and tool-integration for 
developing the complex system, such as aircraft, aero engines and automotive vehicles. Normally, such complex system 
can be divided into different parts with associated engineering tasks allocated to different work groups or companies. 
These groups often use specific domain-specific simulator tools to assist the specification, analysis and synthesis tasks. For 
example, when a whole vehicle is designed, the overall system behavior and other properties depend on the characteristics 
of its subsystems and components being composed. It is therefore important for system developers to conduct early system 
integration and thereby to understand the system behaviors and analyze system performance in the initial design phases. In 
current industrial practices, different CAD and CAE tools are used for the development of CPS subsystems and 
components, such as for requirement analysis, high level design, detailed level design, implementation, testing, etc. Since 
the subsystem designers often use their own tools to build models, it is a challenge for the system developers to integrate 
those detailed models and to predict the whole system performance. This calls for a complete integration framework for 
different models and tools while taking the process management perspective into consideration.  

This paper describes an initial version of a framework for co-simulation and tool-integration in regard to the 
methodology and technical roadmap. Co-simulation is supposed as a simulation and analysis approach to verify the system 
requirements. With co-simulation we refer to an approach integrating subsystem models in order to predict the whole 
complex system performance. The framework is inspired by the SPIT model, [1]. In the framework, a formal system 
description is provided to share information among various stakeholders, including project managers, system engineers, 
modelers, system designers and simulation testers. The content of system information being described and integrated 
includes requirements, parameter setting, interface contracts, and tool specific information for co-simulation. Also, 
parameters related to optimized simulation behaviors can be added.  

II. STATE OF THE ART – MODEL/TOOL INTEGRATION CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 
Nowadays, computation design and simulation technology can help to improve design efficiency, decrease the time 

consumption and R&D cost [2]. In the CPS conception design phase, model-based design is very important to predict the 
system performance in advance. Designers are using many types of modeling technologies and tools to support their design 
jobs. For example, CAE tools including AMESim, Simplorer, Matlab\Simulink, Flowmaster, etc. CAD tools containing 
Solidworks, Catia, ect are all very common in the vehicle industries. System modeling tools, such as, Rose, Enterprise 
Architect, can help system designers or software developers to build the system model for systems or software.  

However, there are still various challenges in the whole life cycle of CPS design. Firstly, though different CAD and 
CAE tools and system modeling tools can help designers to build models and design these subsystems or components to 
satisfy the demands of each phase, the whole system performance is very difficult to predict, because the subsystem 
designers are often from other groups or companies and use their own tools to build models. Sometimes because of the 
intellectual property (IP), they even cannot provide the original models. That’s why it is hard for integrated system 
department to integrate the detailed models to predict the whole system performance.  

Secondly, even though various PDM and PLM systems can help companies to manage the information during vehicle 
design, such kind of tool-based information integrated management has a restricted scope; for example, if some 
subsystems are designed by different companies, it is no possible to push all the subsystem suppliers to use the same tool.  

Thirdly, nowadays documents still play a very important role in communication and information description, but it’s 
different to manage the changes in documents and the releases of a huge document may delay other parts of the 
development. So a model-driven framework with graphical conception model for co-simulation and tool-integration is 
needed. Now several technologies can be used for this framework. 

Related work has identified a number of requirements for Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) including needs 
to:   

• consider MBSE practices  across the contractual boundary [3],  

• provide linking between different types of models, processes, abstractions and architectures [4],  

• cater for organizational transition towards MBSE, [5],  

• Support efficient data exchange and tool-integration to integrate simulation and design activities [6].  



• Consider “hard” (technological) as well as “soft” (human-related) aspects. The SPIT reference model provides 
a layered systems view that helps to reason about such aspects, comprising a Social layer, Practices layer, 
Information layer and Technical layer) [1].  

• A tight integration of software and physical processes and the need to satisfy stringent constrains on 
performance and safety [7]. 

III. MODEL-DRIVEN AND TOOL-INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK 
To solve the former challenges, and learning from state of the art, a framework needs to consider multiple integration 

aspects, in particular referring to integration across organizational boundaries, processes, system parts and concerns. We 
are also mainly considering the use of open standards for its realization. This model-driven and tool integration framework 
is inspired by SPIT (Social layer, Process layer, Information layer and Technical layer) [1]. Table 1 shows the four layers 
of our framework (drawing upon the SPIT model), and their concerns. Linking Relationships in Table 1, refers to a logical 
linking from top layers to the lower layers. With Ontology, at the bottom of Table 1, we refer to a way to describe 
information which is common and concerns across the layers. 

Table 1 ’SPIT’ framework and its concerns 

Social Layer Create shared social models to 
change and align values, behaviors, 
actions from management, 
transitioning, political and strategic 
views and cultures 

People Organization 

Lingking 
Relationships 

Process Layer The business process model for 
product design based on industrial 
standards 

Design process 

Information Layer The information model including all 
the concerns about system design 

Requirements, feature, function, tool 
configurations, verification &validation, 
data linking, structure model and 
interface design 

Technical Layers Simulation and Analysis for 
requirements 

Co-simulation Analysis 

Ontology 

As Figure 1 illustrates, this SPIT inspired framework is designed to satisfy the needs described in Section II. It is our 
intention to adopt open source standards, such as FMI, HLA and OSLC, [8, 9, 10] in this framework. In the following 
subsections we further elaborate the layers of the framework: Social layer, Process layer, Information layer and Technical 
layer. As Figure 1 shows, in social layer, the management, transitioning, political, cultural views of people and 
organizations are concerned; in process layer, business process model of whole life cycle can be built and mapped to 
models in information layer and technical layer; in the information layer, ontology of requirements and design activities 
can be described; in the technical layer,  co-simulation is mainly discussed in this paper for simulation and analysis to 
verify the requirements. Ontology in Figure 1 represents meta models of each layer and their integrating strategy. 
Engineering Management Platform part is the technical solution for our future plan to develop the co-simulation 
management platform. 

A. Social layer 
In the social layer, mental models of people’s behavior, organization, management views, social views and culture for 

MBSE (Model-based System Engineering) technology can be created and describe engineering activity in the whole life 
cycle. From our research, we take an example of a transitioning model for MBSE as an example model for this layer, 
relating to an organizational maturity with respect to MBSE.  

This MBSE maturity level model describes enterprises or research teams illustrating a progression from the traditional 
document-based system engineering approach towards a mature model-centric way of working. In the technical aspect, we 
separately define transitioning of software design and multi-domain system design of the CPS. As  illustrates, we define 
transitioning level of software and multi-domain system. Now we are collecting information and data from papers and 
interviews from industries and we will have an investigation of different influencing factors including technical aspect, 
cultural aspect, transitioning aspect and stakeholder. 



 

 

FIGURE 1 MODEL-DRIVEN AND TOOL-INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK FOR CO- SIMULATION 

 



TABLE 2 MATURITY LEVEL OF MBSE 

Document-
based Design 

Software Multi-domain system 

 

Transitioning 

Component Design CAD-based Design 

Model-based 
Design 

Simulation-based design 
and analysis 

Model-integrated 
Engineering and analysis 

MBSE Model-driven Model-based development 

 

B. Business Process layer (Process layer) 
In this layer, based on different stakeholders’ requirements, domain or industrial standards and simulation 

targets, project managers or team leaders can build different kinds of Business process model (BPM) to describe 
the process of projects exemplified in Figure 2.  In the whole life cycle of a product development, if we select V 
model to develop a system as Figure 4 shows, in each design phase, we will use different kinds of models with 
various complexities and purposes. So BPM can describe the overall project progress and link each design step in 
BMP to the information models for modeling and physical system model for verification. For the distributed 
simulation to develop a complex system as an example, though the IEEE Recommended Practice for Distributed 
Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP) is a standard to define engineering activities for the 
Process of simulation, [11], it cannot include all the design information in the whole life cycle.  

 

 

FIGURE 2 PROCESS LAYER 
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FIGURE 3 MODEL MAPPING IN EACH DESIGN PHASE 

C. Simulation description model layer (Information layer) 
As part of the Simulation description model layer, system designers can use system models to describe 

simulation requirement, physical system feature, model function, model structure, data model, simulation behavior 
model including verification model, optimization model, and so on.  



 

FIGURE 4 SIMULATION DESCRIPTION MODEL 

In Figure 4, a System model describing simulations may include requirement diagrams, feature diagrams, 
functional diagrams, structure diagrams, data diagrams, and behavior diagrams. Requirement diagrams can 
describe different stakeholders’ need including modeling purposes, simulation technologies, constraints of 
simulation target and etc. Then based on the requirements, we can select different feature models to describe 
design targets, simulation targets, optimization targets, system descriptions and simulation settings. System 
description diagrams can connect to different function model then extend to component diagrams of structure 
models. Each component block maps to the specified physical system model on the technical layer. Different 
simulation target and optimization target block can be mapped to corresponding verification model and 
optimization model which are constructed by operation model. Each behavior model connects to the 
corresponding set of services to run the simulation process automatically. Simulation setting models in feature 
diagram can describe all the information during simulation including simulation type, tool selection, 
communicational time step point, solver type and so on. Each data model represents sets of parameter for the 
corresponding physical system model. 

D. Physical model and data model layer (Technology layer) 
In this paper, co-simulation is used to assume the responsibility for simulation and analysis. As part of the 

physical and data model layer, each subsystem of a physical system links to the blocks in structure models and 
interfaces between subsystems are designed by use of an interface model in the information layer (layer C). All 
the physical system models can be uploaded into the Model repositories and reused. An open source co-simulation 
master engine should be selected to master the co-simulation procedure between different physical system models. 
Now we are discussing to use the open source HLA framework of Certi project to be the master to control 
different FMUs. 

IV. AN EXAMPLE OF ENGINEERING PLATFORM APPLICATION 
According to state of the art and with preliminary results from interviews with industry, web technology is 

identified as a promising candidate technology for devising solutions for information and project management. 
For the co-simulation platform of SPIT framework , the front-end should be web-based and all the simulation 
commands should be controlled by the web deployment. Figure 5 illustrates how designers and engineers can 
manage the requirements, co-simulation execution, verification &validation in the web deployments. The 
simulation requirements from business process models and information models can be combined and compiled 
into one kind of integrated ontology. In the open Source project Certi [12], open source RTI (HLA) will be used 
for time management to control the FMUs of subsystems. When the simulation is finished, results will be stored in 
a formal format. Then Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) is used for data exchange and co-
simulation trigger between the web deployments and technical tools. 



 

Figure 5 A scenarios for the engineering platform for co-simulation 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have introduced a framework for model-driven and tool-integration for Co-simulation environments. 

Preliminary data from interviews with industrial stakeholders indicate that although open source tools are difficult 
to be accepted by the designers, open source standards just as FMI, OSLC are quickly accepted. In further work 
we will improve the framework to combine open source technologies and web deployment for co-simulation. 
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